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The-Easterner
50 may lose jobs
Thursday, April 29, 1982

Volume 334 Issue 25

by Stephanie Vann
Editor

" The details are not entirely
worked out, bu t it may be
necessary to release as many as
50 employees , includ ing
classified s taff, administrati ve
exempt •staff am.I facu lty,"
EWU President H. G eorge
Frederick son said in a
memorandum last week.
Frederickson said the purpose of the memo was to update his April 8 status report
and provide facul ty and sta ff
with final information on the
outcome of the J 982 legislative
session.
According to the memo , the
"individuals and units af-

fected are not yet nown."
Director of P lann ing and
Budgeting Russell H artman
said yesterday EWU picked up
a bud get r ed u ct ion of
$963,000 on to p of a p revio us
$4,875 ,000·cu t.
" We ha ve attempted to
·c ome up with a basic prio rity
scheme in o rder to ease the effects o f these cuts," said H a rtman. " O ur fi rst p riority is to
protect teaching a nd direct
s u p po rt ,
inc lu ding
the
Spoka ne Center."
Ha rtman said the administra tion's second priority
is to prov ide fo r " adeq uate
maintenance of facili ties."
Other objectives in reducing

the universi ty budget will include provision of essentia l
services, min imization of staff
layoffs and advo idance of major red uctions in student
employment.
Accord ing to Frederick son' s
memo, EWU has been able to
"use attri tion , red uced purchases and ot her methods to
deal with the series of budget
red uctions we have experienced ."
However , the gradual curtailment of person nel through
resigna tion or reti rement has
apparently slowed to nearl y
nothi ng .
T here seems to be a general
contmued 011 page 12

G I Bill is under fire
by Stephanie Vann

I

Editor
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EWU veteran-students Steve Moore (left) and Phil Jessett
collected over 340 signatures protesting Sen. G. V. Montgomerys
proposed amendments to the G.I. Bill this past week. photo by
Randy Rains.

AS joins the drive
for student lobby
The Associated Students of
Ea.stern Washington University announced this week their
plans to join a statewide campaign to create a Washington
Student lobby, according to
AS President John Hawkins.
Hawkins said in'the last year
four of the six 4-year public institutions in the state Cilelared
financial emergencies as
students were faced with the
largest tuition increase in
Washington history (70 percent).
According to Hawkins, formation of an effective student
lobby requires expertise,
resources and money. He said
student leaders across the state
are proposing the creation of a
"mechanism whereby ea~h individual university student
through normal university billing procedures would be asked
to pay one dollar per quarter
in order to join the statewide
student lobby.''

A bill which would create
'' 11 times more paperwork for
veterans" has been introduced
to the House Subcommittee
on Veteran's Affairs, according to a spokesman for the
EWU V~teran ' s Outreach and
Resource Offi<;e.
Phil Jessett said Monday
Republican Senator G. V.
(Sonny) Montgomery has introduced three bills, one o f
which would require that
veterans enrolled in insti tutes
of higher learning certify or
show on a monthly basis that
they are currently enrolled and
are making satisfactory progress in their programs of
study.
Jessett, a Vietnam era
veteran and psychology major
at EWU said House Resolution 5877 would affect most
veterans.
" Currently, veternn~ certify
only once a year,'' said
Jessett. "Montgomery's bill
would create 11 times more
paperwork for the veteran.
Beside~ how can a teacher
determine whether or not vets
are making satisfactory progress?"
;:::::~
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Jessett said if the bill passes,
there are no guarantees the
veteran's check will arrive o n
time.
"How many landlords a re
willing to wait for the rent? "
said Jessett . " You know E W U
won't wai t for yo u to pa y full
tuition and fees .' '
According to Jessett, Montgomery's pro poasl would also
terminate the veteran-student
services work-stud y program
for veteran pur uing programs o f education or training.
" Combined wi th the bill
which would require vets to
certi fy on a monthly basis, Bill
5876 would create 11 percen t
more paperwork and no o ne to
do it," said Jessett .
In essence, Bill 5876 would
cut Federal dollars to veterans
involved in work study programs. Accord ing to J essett,
EWU curre n t ly h as 12
veterans on work study.
A third bill introduced by
Montgomery would terminate
the authority o f the Administra tor o f Veteran 's A ffairs to make ad vance
payments of educational and
subsistence allowances to

Ac co rdi ng
to
J essett,
veterans now have the ad va ntage of requesti ng advances on
their VA checks one mo nth
prio r to the first of each
quarter to cover tuition, fees,
books and the like .
"Approximately hal f of all
vets at tend ing college are on
the ad vance pay program ,"
Jessett said.
He said " mo ni toring" was
the main reason for Montgomery's pr~poasl.
" T he biggest concern is vets
who receive advance benefits
and then decide not to go to
school,"
Jes se tt
aid .
" H owever, I fee l the current
system at Eastern is very effective. If a vet recei ves the adva nce and then takes off, we
sim ply terminate the check.
We have a set procedure."
In response to the three
House Resolu tions, Jessett
and other members of the
EWU Veteran's O utreach and
Resou rce Program manned a
table in the PUB this past
week and collected 340
signa tures on a petition protesti ng the bills .
T he petition , a 15-foot-long
sheet of brown wrapping
con tinued 0 11 page 12

''This type of billing would
take place at each university
where a majority of registered
students sign a petition stating
they want a lobby on their
campus," Hawkins said.
"This fee will be completely
voluntary."
He also said a "con·venient"
means would be established to
refund the fee to any student
for any reason.
"Furthermore, each campus
would hold an election every
three years to decide whether
or not to continue the fee
mechanism," Hawkins said.
According to Hawkins, a
campus wide petition drive
will be kicked off Thursday
and will be accompanied by a
student rally at noon.
Hawkins said a lobby is
simply an organization which
represents the collective interest of a group before the
Student leaders past and present gathered this week to kick off a campaign to create a Washingpublic decision makers such as ton Student Lobby at EWU. AS President John Hawkins (seated center) said he encou rages stucontinued on page /2 dents to sign the petitions available in the PUB. photo by Ron Swords.
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BOT deCides merit system ·today .
by John Austin
Associate Edilor

A compromise merit pay
plan passed by the Faculty Affairs Council Monday goes
before Eastern's Bo~rd of
Trustees today for finai approval.
Twenty-nine of the 32 council members passed the plan,
which supports usmg merit
pay as a bonus to regular
salary, reviewed each new
year.
This is opposed to the plan
decided upon by the BOT
Special Committee recently
which makes merit pay a per-

manent base used as salary
maintenance, from which the
pay is drawn.
Both plans will be considered by the board, which
meets today at 9 a.m.
"The faculty has been
pushing the bonus situation,"
said Bob Gibbs, biology professor at EWU. "This has
been our strongest expression."
''The logic of the merit
bonus has been made clear to
the Board of Trustees," he
said. "I think they are sensitive to it now."
"This plan wouldn't even

have been considered a year time-consuming,
energyago."
expending system because we
Wayne Hall, professor in have to establish a committee
computer and math sciences, or committees at ·1arious levels
has supported the plan from to decide the bonuses each
the beginning.
year."
"I'm on reco·r d as strongly
''This plan is very similar to
supporting the merit pay the one sent to the Board of
bonus plan," he said.
Trustees by the special comHall explained that a Senate mittee except for section
Conference Committee made -403 .1030 which is the bonus
a report to the Faculty awards system," Soltero said.
Academic council Monday
"What we ha\:'.e is just
which was endorsed by a vote another promotional system,''
of 29 to three.
he said.
"It's not worth the time or
Speech · professor David
the energy," Professor Ray Haugen was a member of the
Soltero countered. "It's a very BOT special committee, and

thinks their plan is the better
of the two.
"In terms of flexibility and
accounting our plan is the better of the two," he said. "The
Senate Conference Committe
plan is a compromise--and like
lots of compromises,. it's kind
of a conglomerate."
"The bright side is it's what
the Senate wanted. I'll abide
by it."
"I'm in favor of the merit
concept. If that (the faculty
plan) is what we'r~ going to go ·
with then L'm · all for it," he
said.

KEWC power boost
held up by budgeting
by Dave Sobczak
Easterner Slaff Wriler

KEWC's boost in power to
58,000 watts, scheduled to
take place about two months
ago never happened. And it
may be January · 1983 before
the change is made, according
to Rey Barnes, chairman of
the radio and television
department at Eastern.
Barnes says · the station
al~iady has the transmitter
and antenna that would be used tor the increased power station. Budgeting for a radio
to~er and site, ·a t a cost of
ar.ound $10,000 each, is all
that's holding the project from
being completed.
Funds were available a cou.pie of years ago when the
paperwork for the improvements were started, but
when the construction permit
from the FCC arrived late last
fall ·the budget had been
tightened and the money was
no longer available,. according
to Barnes.
Duane Thompson, provost
for academic affairs, noted
that $4.2 million has already
been cut from this year's
budget at EWU and another
cut of from $1 to $2 million is
expected soon.
According to Thompson the
budget cuts make it hard to
say when money might be
available for KEWC's power
increase.
If the station increases its
power to 58,000 watts it w_ill be
the second most powerful sta-

tion in the area behind KHQFM and ahead of KREM-FM.
With that much power KEWC
would be serving eastern
Washington, northern -Idaho,
and parts of Oregon, and
Montana, as what Barnes
calls, 'a voice of the university
rather than a voice of the student body.'
Barnes said he would then
like to see another FM station
started at Eastern so that
students could use it as a learning experience in place of the
present station which would
require more experienced personnel to go along with the added power.

Whatever will get you there. And it's even locked!

Social Security
I

...
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High schoolers try to beat system
by Barb Hill
Easterner Staff Writer

Shelley
Gilchrist
is
Spokane's Lilac Festival
Queen, a task that keeps her
busy. She attends Lewis .and
Clark High School in
Spokane, which also keeps her
busy. Besides that, she attends
Spokane Community College
four nights a week, where she
carries ten credit hours.
Shelley, and many others
like her, is attempting to beat
"Reaganomics" by attending
college while collecting Social
Security benefits.
.
• According to new Federal
Government policy, a student

The first casuality of the reinstated wheel-lock policy is towed
away this week. photo by Patrick Potter

must be enrolled in col~ege
full-time (ten or more credit
hours by most standards) by
May l, 1982, or all Social
Security benefits to that student will be cancelled.
Even though attending college, students' benefits will be
reduced by 25 percent annually until 1985, when college
students will no longer receive
any Social Secuirty benefits.
Beginning this year, no college student will receive money
during the summer months.
Eastern
Washington
Universjty student JoAnn
Hambert attends classes her~
in the afternoon, while her
mornings are fillt;.d with going
to high school.
"I'm taking two of my high
school classes independently,''
she said, "and I really get
behind if I don't keep up with
everything."
Gilchris.t expressed similar
feelings, · but added, "My
teachers have been really nice
· · because they know it's a heavy
load and I have to pass."
According to one Spokane
high school official, the
students at that school are
allowed to withdraw from one
class without receiving a failing grade, if they have sufficient credits, "to compe~sate
for the added academic load."
Hambert is currently taking
two afternoon classes and a
night class, for a total of 12
credit hours. She plans a major in nursing or biology and a
career in the medical field.
,Social Security is her only
source of income right now, as

she' recently lost her part-time
job ..
Gilchrist explained that she
had to quit her part-time job
because she "just didn't have
time" for it.
Reasons behind the atten_dance of high school and college simultaneously -are simply
that the students do not want
to lose their oenefits.
"It;s a scholarship almost,"
Gilchrist said. "It's just too
much money to waste."
"I don't really mind it that
much," Hambert said. "But if
the Social Security money had
no bearing, I wouldn't be here
(at EWU) yet."
· Both of the girls view the
college courses as an inconvenience.
"l've really had to set
prjorities:• Hambert said.
"I'm always swamped with ·
homework and have no time
for my friends. I'm really
missing out on a lot of my high
school activities."
·
"It's a rip-off of high
school,'' Gilchrist · stated.
"I'm missing the fun of the
end of my senior year because
I never have any free time."
As for grades, the students
seem to be keeping up fairly
well. At Lewis and Clark High
·school, approximately 15
students are attending college.
Senior counselor Mrs. Muriel
Rossing said that only one of
those studnts has received any
failing grades.
.
"After a while you get to
the point where you don't even ·
care about grades," Hambert,
who has an abo\/e average

GP A said. '' M_y Eastern
·g rades are good, but my high
school graaes have slipped a
little," she said.
"This is really unfor- ·
lunate," Hambert continued.
''The government should be
more understanding. I really
feel like I'm under pressure."
While Gilchrist plans to attend
Washington
State
University next fall, Hambert
si~d she wants to remain at
Eastern. She is enrolling in
summer: school here, and getting credits from a high school
college-prep English course in
which she is enrolled. This added to the fact tfiat she is currently a full-time student puts
her ahead, credit-wise, of most
in-coming freshmen.
Hambert also plans to finish
college as soon as possible, going to summer school each
year. By doing this, she hopes
to graduate before completely
losing her benefits.
"Obviously, the government wants to save money,"
she said. "I guess they
thought
1
that for a lot of people it (going to high school and college
simultaneously) would be impossible."

F~ee clinic
The American Ca ncer
Society . will be holding a
FREE "Stop Smoking Clinic"
starting the- week of May 11,
1982. It will be held at Park Jr.
High, N. 915 Ella Road in the
Valley.
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Geology prof
is reinstated
by Stephanie Vann
Edllor

Charles
W.
Walker,
associate professor of geology
has been reinstated for the
1982-83 academic year, according to his attorney Jerry
Neal.
In a telephone interview this
past week, Neal said the EWU
Faculty Appeals Committee
voted three to one with one
abstention to retain Walker.
'' I was really surprised and
pleased to see 45 students (who
wished to remain unnamed)
had signed a petition to retain
Walker," said Neal, a former
EWU student. "When I went
to school here no one ever
seemed to get involved."
Neal said eight to I 0
students appeared at the hearing and testified in Walker's
behalf.
"Five others sent letters of
support," he said.
Walker was unavailable for
comment, as he is teaching in a
"field camp" in. Mesquite,
Nev. until May 15, according
to a spokesman from the
geology department.
Walker came under fire this

fall when it was recommended
his contract not be renewed.
Walker was l ired on a
tenure policy nea_rly two years
ago. Under this policy, a professor must be evaluated by his
or her peers on an annual
basis. Walker passed the first
tim~ he was reviewed by his
colleagues in the geology
department.
According to Neal, EWU
_President
H.
George
Frederickson has "10 days to
uphold or overturn the decision of the Faculty Appeals
Committee.''
Frederickson refused to
comment on the decision
citing he "acted as the judge in
the hearings."
"If I commented on the
· decision, I would have to
discuss it with all other interested parties:' he said.
''However, I will promise to
be fair."
Walker's first appeal was
taken before William C.
Hoekendorf, dean of the College 9f Letters and Sciences
last February. Walker filed for
the second appeal out of the
department about a week
later.

Chicano speakers
slated at Eastern ·
"A Presentation of Chicano
Culture and History," slated
from ,7-IO p.m., April 30 will
feature speakers Rudolfo
Anaya and Erasmo Gamboa.
It will "-lso be held at the
Cheney-Cowles Memorial
Museum.
M.E.Ch.A., the EWU
Chicano Student Organization
will host a basketball tournament on campus with teams
from all over Washington. According to Selia, the tournament "always seems to
generate much excitement
and, of course, competition."
A Chicano graduation ban-

quet is to be held from 6-8:30
p.m., May I at the Cheney City Hall Auditorium, 609 2nd

"Coke adds life" 10 everything under the sun, including this co-ed who toQk time out this past
week to "soak up some rays". photo by Randy Rains.
•

Rail to play at Mayfest
by Chris Gaston
Easterner Staff Writer

. Rail. They will be the last performers of the evening.
, Soldier, a band which played

last year at Mayfest will also
be returning.

· Hooray Hooray, what's going to happen on the eighth of ~mm~ffl!.~~'fflffl~~~~~~!fflfflP.P.P.l~'"-ffl~~
May.
Saturday, May 8, is
Eastern's annual Mayfest
FOREIGNCAR
celebration.
Mayfest
is
scheduled to start at noon and
REPAIR
1-IIRO
run until 10 p.m.
"There are three bands that
~~tl
have already been choosen to
SPECIALIZING IN
'58 . '68 T-IIROS
perform," said Mike Smith,
assistant director of student
1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road
activities at EWU.
Smith said the headlining
band performing this year is liiliiliilililililllll...,....,....,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DAVE'S AUTO WRECKING

~

Eastern Washingto~ Universitv's 1st Annual ___

St. The purpose of _the event is
to honor the Chicano
graduates of EWU and

Fishi g Derby

authentic Mexican fooJ
highlights the menu: Admission to the banquet is by
special invitation only.
A dance will conclude the
week's activities. The dance,
which is expected to feature a
contemporary Chicano band
will be held from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m., May 1 at Cheney City
Hall. Admission ,is free and
the dance is open to all.

Trophies awarded for:

four Togged .
fish worth S100 each

- COUPON

• Biggest Fish Caught
• Youngest fisherman

will be
released into
flshloke
prior to the
Derby. Catch
them between

• Oldest Fisherman
• Best Fishing Story. Told

8 o.m. &
noon to win.

..-------~-------------~
•ERBURGER
91.89

.8 a.m. - noon at Fish lake

Coupon Expires May 6, 1982

------------------Single Order
'IIJSIIR-S
_ C~UP':)n Expire~ May 6, 1982

Registration at Myers Park Resort
(5 miles East of Cheney on Cheney-Marshall Ad.)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

_91.21
,I

Saturdav, May 1
CALL359-7921

.

-------~----------~--~

presented by ASEWU

.,
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Justice for all
Earlier this month a baby boy was born in a Bloomington,
Ind. hospital. He was born with Down's Syndrome and a
deformed esophagus, making it impossible for food to reach his
stomach . The procedure needed to repair the deformity is
relatively simple with today's medical achievements.
The couple that brought this child into this world also chose to
be responsible for letting him die. The hospital, in their concern
for a human life, took the parents to court to try and reverse that
decision . The Superior Court of Indiana backed the parents in
their choice to let the baby die.
,
In a letter published in the Spokane Chronicle on April 20,
1982, Virginia Warren of Spokane asked "Why? Because Baby
John had the audacity to be born with Down's Syndrome-mongolism as it is called. The disease is genetic, inherited. It is a
disease that is embarassing to have in the family."
ls this decision as controversial as abortion? Are they on the
same level?
A helpless, living human being, his fate already planned for
him is allowed to die, by no choice of his own. The superior
court of Indiana ,s upports the decision to deny the sustenance of
life (food and drink), from this child.
Then why isn't abortion supported by our legal system?
Because life begins at conception, and to abort a human after
cnception has occured is considered murder.
Since a child is born with a genetic defect, euthanasia (mercy
killing) is acceptable in the courts. Society's _general attitude
toward the mentally handicapped makes this decision easier to
swallow because many consider them a burden.
Someone hacl to listen to that baby cry himself out of existence.
It would seem that there isn't a difference between the case of
"Baby John" and abortion. if a life is taken. Precedence on
afrortion. and this case seem highly contradictory.
· ·In the past, they shunned abortion of an unborn child, and
now they support the starvation of a breathing child.
If the courts agree to this action because the baby will be
"useless" by society's standards, then how will they react when
an elderly or handicapped person an a state institution needs
emergency medical assistance? If one of those people is deemed
"useless' by societies standards, will one of my relatives or one
of yours be allowed to just die?
,
Is there really a difference? Is it less cruel to let the life slip
away from a child because he MAY not have a purpose, or to
prevent that possibility with an abortion?

People who need ... people
Someone's knocking on the door.
Spukane has been attempting for quite some time now to anne;,c a large area west of the city limits, ter'med the West Plains,
and so far its efforts have met one stumbling block.
The people that live in .the West Plains area.
Now, this wouldn't be such a major issue if the city sat back
and relaxed until it tried some ether time. The problem is, it
won't give up.
The city's attitude toward the area borders on the militaristic,
with "aggressive" perhaps a better word. Spokane would give
the impression that its citizens are up against the border, feet at
the line, trying to keep balance so they won't fall over into the
West Plains.
Like waving candy in front of a baby, Spokane has
wholeheartedly agreed to extend· water and sewer service into the
area, with one stipulation: those that request the service must
alse sign an agreement that they will not oppose annexation.
The annexation idea itself is not so bad an idea, and is a9mittedly an inevitability, but it will continue to meet resistance until
the city of Spokane reassesses its tactics.
So far Spokane's image to West Plains citizens has been hazy
and often primitivively negative in regards to what it's trying to
project. One wonders, truly, if the city wants its neighbors west
of it to even like Spokane.
When the Spokane Regional Planning Conference begins to
mediate all the arguments between the Greater West Plains
Association and the City of Spokane, it is hoped that someone
pulls Spokane over and suggest to them to try a different, more
courteo~s tact towards the people of the West Plains.
Believe it or not, Spokane cannot do an "Argentina" and just
take over.
,

by Rocky Evans

The fireball spread across
the city at warp speed annihilating, consuming, and
vaporizing everything in its
path . Confusion reigned. At
least this is the scenario purported by learned men on both
sides of the nuclear debate.
Still, for all the discussion,
confusion does exist, but not
from a nuclear attack.
Statements on both sides confuse the issue and do not offer
a survivable or workable solution to this impending horror.
In different lectures one
may hear statements like the
following: America has 9,000
warheads, Russia has 7,000;
America has 30,000, Russia
has 20,000; American
bombers are obsolete and
mechanically undependable,
Russia has new super-sonic
bombers; America has thirty
new Trident submarines;
Russia has only seven;
America is trying to build up
the submarine force to equal
Russia, Russia has the latest,
much larger submarine force;
six hundred megatons will
obliterate life on this planet,
six hundred hegatons will kill
everyone in the Northern
Hemisphere.
The preceding array of contradictions make it difficult
for lay people to know the real
situation. It does leave the audience with certain conclusions, although it is doubtful
they are acceptable to either
side.
Niether the supporters nor
the opposers know what they
hell they are talking about.
Perhaps they know but don't
want the public to know.
Perhaps both sides are just trying too hard for public attention
and
support.
Overstatement
and
understatement are, i_n the
final analysis, lies. Manipulation will hardly strengthen
either argument. It only
creates opportunities for either
side to discredit the other.
Through all their effort
though, they do communicate
a lasting message.
Nuclear technolog; is hazardous to our health; not
because of the devasting
power but because of the people in char e of nuclear
management.
Don't
misunderstand, these people
are not stupid, they know full
well the danger. It's just that
they have so many conflicting
interests. The militaryindustrial complex wields
tremendous political power
and intends to protect their
government contracts. The
utility industry, also holds irresistable political influence
and intends to control and
centralize energy sources for
their benefit. In our minds
their arguments cannot be
trusted, because in the past

~.
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against such proliferation. The
problem :with that effort is
two-fold: People all over the
world are already paranoid
about nuclear war and fully
realize that man is near extermination, and we ·sincerely
doubt that our vote has any
power t~ change the situation.
An anit-nuclear movement in
the Russian scientific community prompted our movement, and Initiative 394 here
in Washington is under severe
attack in the courts from the
nuclear establishment saying
that it violates their right to
profit from their investment.
Since people do not know how
to react effectively, it is human
nature to be apathetic and yet
there is another solution.
A Seattle priest has advocated withholding taxes in
protest of nuclear development. He is in effect asking
people to disobey a law. This
action not only violates values
held by the public, but gives
legal reason for the government to discredit and punish
those who practice this form
of protest. It is agreed that a
cutoff of the money supply
would compromise establishment power. Power is founded
on
money,
time,
and
knowledge, in that order .
Since the establishemnt has all
three ingredients of power, we
have little chance of forcing
change by attending rallys.
Why would they consider
changing if there is no compulsion to do so? Through delay
tactics time would stultify any
advantage we might gain, a
tactic perfected in the 1960s.
Still, if we withheld taxes
legally, we would both strip
them of power and give thc;m
no legal justification to divide
us and punish dissenters in

manageable numbers.
The solution that achteves
this and more is quite simple,
as all working principles are.
A nationwide strike of all
employees public and private
would paralyze both business
and government. We would
not be subject to legal penalty.
The resulting three days (or ·
more) vacation, with only
essential support personnel
working,
would force
Washington to whatever action we demanded. This pro- ·
test is manageable in that it
needs very little management,
can be directed by a few, and
is attractive to the people
because it involves direct personal action. Another benefit
would be a resurgence of
public confidence in their importance. The method of attack now used enforces the
idea that only masses count,
not individual effort which only results in apathy. The
organization already exists
from the Ground Zero Week
structure, and we have the
support of the European community as well as a large
number of people around the
third world .
A protest must be based on
a viable, acceptable foundation, this proposal is both.
How concerned people are can
be judged by their response.
When public concern is great
enough, protest and change
can and will occu r, but
without real popular concern
no amount of effort will
achieve desirable results. We
must hope that there is a real
concern against · this suicidal
path we are following. If great
concern and action is not
shown soon, the scenario in
the opening paragraph in inevitable.

J:,tler6

Council ·positions
Dear Editor:

It's that time again folks!
Here's the best way for the
views of the s~udents to reach
someone of authority. We at
Eastern Washington University need representatives to take
our views and ideas to the
ASEWU Council for consideration. Why not put sothey have proven themselves meone with a sense of responcapable of gross mistakes in sibility and drive into a
their purs\lit of power and legislative position from ~ here
· profits and in- this area we cap- they can make contributions··
not afford mistakes. There ex- which will benefit all of us?
Festival.
.
_ ists another problem caused by
Filing for positon numbers
Buses may be boarded out:: the opposers of nuclear pro- 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9 opens April 29
b.ouod on 4th and. Maple and liferation.
and closes May 6. ~Those
inbound at 5th and °Jefferson. · · The well-intentioned efforts students wishing to run for.ofParking will continue to be of the anti-nuclear forces are fice may pick up applications
available at the Coliseum Lot. directed at educating the between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00
Sincerely. public, through scare tactics, p.m. in the ASEWU office on
Charles W. Davis, Jr. to the danger of nuclear power those days. Candidate inforTransit Planner and convincing us to vote mation brochures will be

Attention commuters
Dear Editor:
The Freeway and Jefferson
lot under 1-90 from Jefferson
to Walnut will be closed from
2:00 . a.m. Friday, May 14,
through Sunday. May 16, at
12:00 noon.
The lot will be used for float
storage for the Spokane Lilac

Nuclear issue confused

available on May 10 (Monday)
for all those interested.
To be eligible for these five
positions, candidates have to
have a two point (2.00)
cumulative grade point
average at EWU and be enrolled for complete six (6) credit
hours the previous quarter.
Candidates shall also have at
least one (I) quarter in
residence at the University
,prior 10 election to the office.
For more · information,
please. leave a , message at the
A.S. secretary"s.aesk or phone
359-2514. I will get back to
you withrn z· days. Thanks a
lot and goog luck with your
campaigns.
·Sincerely,
Clinton.Marvel

Director of Elections
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Ground Zero -Week initial step
by Corinne Burnett
Easterner Staff Wriler

Ground Zero Week was put
into motion April 19-24, 1982.
Among the activities scheduled were two colloquiums and a
march were activated.
Elwyn Lapoint, department
of geography and
anthropology and moderator of
the colloquiums described
Ground Zero Week as "an initial step in a plan both focally
and nationally headed towards
a nuclear arms freeze."
The first colloquium was
held at Eastern's Kennedy
Library on Monday
April
19. Topics discussed included
nuclear armaments and international relations, medical
consequences of nuclear war,
and geographical-economic
consequences of nuclear war.
"I would estimate between 150
and 200 EWU faculty and
students attended .' A good
crowd," Lapoint said.

The second seminar was
held at Fort Wright College,
with 30 to 40 Spokanites and
Fort Wright personnel in attendance Lapoint added. Each
colloquium was concluded by
an open discussion bet ween
the audience and the panel of
experts.
Ground Zero Week was a
"movement by a coalition of
26 groups intended to promote
community-based discussion
about nuclear war." Lapoint
also said, "We are a nonpartisan group, and we encourage both sides to express...
their views and concerns. We
are here to inform and educate
the public."
On Saturday, April 24, a.
parade of nearly 600 people
stepped off from the Federal
building
in
downtown ·
Spokane. Arriving at the
clocktower at I p.m. amidst
continued on page 12

Photo by Keith Kirkwood

Calendar

'

International week arrives.

Today April 29
Chicano Symposium featuring Martha Cotera, leading
Chicana feminist, and Diane
Velazquez. Cheney Cowles
Memorial Museum, Spokane.
7-l0p.m.
Symposium, Delivery of
Health Services to the
Underserved, 8 a.m. till noon,
Showalter Auditorium. 1-5 in
the PUB.
Centennial foreign film
festival, French film. Noon ·
and 7 p.m. in JFK auditorium.
EWU Ragtime Marimba
Ensemble, 8 p.m. in the music
building recital hall.
April 30
A presentation of Chicano
culture and hislory, featuring
prize
winning
novelist,
Rudolph Anaya, and leading
Northwest Chicano Historian,
Erasmo
Gamboa,
7-10,
Cheney _ Cowles Memorial
Museum.
Reception
of
Martha
Cotera, author of The
Chicana Feminist, Diana
Valazquez,' Curandera (Faith
Healer). Womens Center.
The thirteenth annual EWU
golf tournament, Hangmen
golf course in Spokane.
Swimming championships.
Region XII Masters Short
Course, EWU. .
Movie: Lt. Robin Crusoe,
USN, 1:30p.m., PUBMPR.
Men's Tennis (EMC), 4
p.m., Cheney.

May 1
Faculty organization party,
Moose Lodge, Spokane.
Basketball Tournament, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., HPER Activity building. (Sponsored by
Chicano education.)
Dance, 9· p.m. to 1 a.m.,
Cheney city hall . .(Sponsored
by Chicano Education Program.)
Young Writers Conference,
8. a.m. to 5 p.m., Showalter
Auditorium, Kingston and
Patterson Hall.
Men's Tennis, (WSU), 11
a.m., Pullman.
. Movie: Lt. Robin Crusoe,
USN, 1:30 p.m., PUB
Multipurpose Room.
Women's Tennis, (UPS), 3
p.m. Tacoma.
May2
EWU
Centennial
Bloomsday Run, Spokane.
Swimming championships,
Region XII Master's Short
Course, EWU pool.
Baseball, (WSU), · noon,

Cheney.
Choral Jazz Concert, 7
p.m., PUB MPR.
MayJ
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS WEEK
Art Exhibition: Leading na.,
tional ceramic artists, Kurt
Weiser, Margaret Ford, and
Ken Ferguson, All Clay, EWU
gallery of Art. )
Art Exhibition: Scott Patnode, Sabbatical Studies:
Drawings and prints.
Academic senale meeting, 3- ,
5 p.m., PUB Council
Chambers.
Womens Tennis, (CWU), 3
p.m., Ellensburg.
May4
Panel Discussion: Has the
Women's Movement any
Relevance for Minority
Women? . Noon, Womens
Lounge, Monroe Hall.
Wellness speaker: Emery
Carper,
Japanese Accupressure or Shiatsu, 3-4:30
p.m.,
PUB
Council

Chambers..
ASEWU Council Meeting,
3-6 p.m., PUB 3A.
May5 _
Film: Ways of Seeing, Part
1. Considers the way paintings
are destroyed by the mass
media. Also examines the portrayal of women in art, noon,

Women's Lounge, Monroe
Hall.
Law
day
obs~r~a.nce
speaker: Carolyn Dimmick,
Supreme court justice, noQn to
1 p.m. in JFK auditoriu~: ·
Streeter ·Hall talent show, 8
p.m. in the PUB MPR.

MAY.FEST

SPECIAL!

For The Month of
Women's Hair$8.00As An
To The VIXEN

May All Mens and
Cuts Will Be ·
Introductory Offer
ANNEX!

SUPPORT
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Sun worshippers unite!

•

by John Austin
Associate Editor

I was sitting at my desk in the claustrophobic Easterner office
Monday trying to think of what the heck I'd write in this column
this issue when the idea struck me that l was insane to be inside.
I took several sheets of blank paper and a pencil and went out
into the mall and began to sketch, and the results are r.eprinted
here for your enjoyment.

The last illustration is of a woman that may
look rather odd in stature but that's only
because she wa'S dancing. Sun bathers
that have practiced their craft for an extended period out in the Mall may have
seen the four or five people dancing to taped
music-this is the woman in the white
dress. Another interesting aspect of her
besides her flowing dress is she's always got
a smile on her face. Dances nicely, too.

'k ·

This first fellow was in such a good mood (probably because
of the sunglasses; it was very bright out) I began with him. He
was talking to a friend and· the story must have been good
because the smile never left his face.

This shirtless fellow looked like he had already soaked a
number of rays but that didn't stop him from gathering some
more. By stretching out the way he did he appears to be about
seven feet tall (or long) but.he was actually less than six.

f>\)"'l

""0\)"'

MAY·FEST T-SMIRT TODAY!
AVAllABt.E IN THE PUB, MAIN FLOOR
-Supply Limited-

These two guys were very intent on their guitar performance
and unlike most performers didn't seem intent on impressing
anyone, either. From my knoll I couldn't hear any of their
music, but they looked like they were having a good time, and
.that's the important thing. At one point (thankfully after I was
done sketching them) they stood up and strummed out some
fierce tune.
·

This girl was not alone as may be construed from this illustration; but I didn't want to detract from her forlorn appearance.
Eventually looking off into the distance payed off for her as two
gentleman arrived on bicycles.

Cali/omia Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. 95-3531037, will dispose of, for a manufacturer's representative, their inventory surplus
of n~w stereo equipment. The items listed below will be sold on a
first-come first-served basis at. . .
Saturday, May 1, 1982
RAMADA INN

Spokane lnternat'I Airport, Spokane, WA
Value

5

Only AM/FM Cassette
Car Stereos, In Dash

5

Only AM/ FM 8 Trk .
Car Steree In Dosh

20

Only 8· Track Car
Stereos, Vnderdash

I 20
{I}

Only Cassette Car
Stereos, Vnderdash

32

Only AM!FM/8-track
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

30 Only AM;FM Cossette
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

20 Pair Only Modular.
4-Way Speakers

Diapoaal
Price

$159. $29

22 Parr Only Coaxial Car
Speakers Giant Mags

20
each

$69 $19

each

$75 $25

each

$165 $59

each

$189 $59

e~ch

$179 $89

9:00 A. M. to 2:00 P. M.
ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
Dlapoaal

each

$139 $29

Pair Only T ria,cial Car
Speaker~. Giant Mags

18 Only Graphic Equalizers
For Car, 'High Wattage

23 Pa,r Only 2-Way Car
Srwohrs, Duul Cone

l O Only AM/ FM in Dash
Cassettes For Small Cars

22 Only AM/ FM Cosserres

For Car with Auto Reverse

2 7 Only Power Boosters
pair

Far Stereo, High W~ttage

Value

Price

$89

$29

$119

$49

pair

$159 $39

-,,ch

$49

$19

$225 $89

$225
$89

poi,

I

Fashion Parlour Presents: ·

pair

Award Winning Specialists
In Make-Up Application!
Saturday, May 15, 1982

eaclt

Cheryl Will Discuss . ..

$89each
'

$29each

ALL BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE Wini RJU 2 VEAR WARRAN11ES1
Buy one or all of the above quantlea llated-The Public la Jnulted
VISA. MASTER~. CASH or PERSONAL CHEC,CS WELCOMED
ONi:.. ....1AY ONLY
SATURDAY, MAY 1
ONLY WHILE QVAN1JTIES ~Tl
,

This girl was out enjoying the·sun even though her right leg is
in a cast. She too had a friend directly behind her that would have
made the drawing confusing, most likely. I would like to thank
her, too, for she's the only one that noticed I was sketching and
held the pose long enough for me to finish. Several other sketches I began of others I had .to scrap because they drastically
a ltered their positions.

'

•
•
•
•
•

'

Nutrition: Bow It Affeeta The Skin & Bair.
Skin Care: The Bulc:s
ProcluctAnalyau: ''Bow To''
Make-Up: Applioatlon & Techniques
Bone Structure & Problem Solving

Call For Clau eservation: 235-5148
FEE $10.00
PLACE: Elegant Egg

Luncheon Buffet: $3.85

TIME: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Registration 9:3~
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Movie Review

~sword' do.esn 't bore
unrealistic exchange of
modern
and
medieval
language arises. This inconsistency becomes a constant irritation and certainly distracts
from the story's flow and
legitmacy.
Still, with this language barrier, the film's leading man,
Lee Horsley, plays his part
with such excellence, ''The
Sword and the Sorcerer" is
able to ·remain. above water,
for a while. Horsley is an effective macho-hero type who
generates a magnetic · bond
with the audience. He is particularly strong when he is able

by Tim Dittrick
Easterner Staff Writer

It's that medieval time of
year again. Time for all good
men and women to enhance
their historial knowledge with
another one of those so-called
"knight in shining armor"
films. Ever since last spring's
successful King Arthur and his
magic sword motion picture,
"Excalibur," the movie viewing audence has been bombarded with an assortment of
these fantasy ajventure films.
The latest model of these
blade-wielding,
headchopping clock-turners, "The
Sword and the Sorcerer'' is
much likt: its predecessors;
fun, exciting, yet uncomfortably inconsistent.
While these films are not to
be taken seriously, the mix of
contemporary and medieval
language affect the audience
interpretation, reaction and
inevitibly, their overall enjoyment of the fil111. This was the
unfortunate outcome of "The
Sword and the Sorcerer."
While the film itself is an exciting "maiden in distress"
success, the inconsistent
language used detracts greatly
and there.fore takes away from
the overall effect.
This film is the story of
Talon, a man seeking revenge
for his mother and father,
both murdered before his eyes.
As a grown man, Talon still
remembers the murders but
has found that leading an army and seeking sexual full fillment far out weigh the
vengeful thoughts. Unknowingly, he stumbles into the
now crowned King Cromwell·
(and· murderer of his· mother
and father) while bargaining
to "bed a weneh." The sonamed wench, Princess Alona,
asks Talon to free her heir to
the throne aAd brother,
Micah. He agrees as long as
she will set aside an evening
just for him.
Well, this is the basic story
line throughout and while
there is a great deal of interesting background scenery
and some extremely well-done
special effects, this story does
not continually hold the
vie,w er's attention. This is particularly true when the

to use his unexpectedly fine
wit. While he's not the only
performer in this film, he's the
one
who
effectively
strengthened the overall outcome.
With all of its extravagant
scenery and sometimes bloody
special effects, "The Sword
and the Sorcerer" seems
destined for the knightly motion picture junkpile. Even
with Lee Horsley's fine performance, the · mixed language
makes for an overwhelming
obstacle and an unfortunate
defeat for this possible winner.

'7

Student Activities Coordinator Art Martin tosses one of four
$100 camloop rainbow trout into Fish Lake in preparation for
Saturday_'s fishing derby. photo by Stephanie Vann

'Swamp Thing' an awkward success
fine 'leading lady in an evokes a sympathetic sign per publicity and its title has
adventure-type role. As in from the audience because of most assuredly driven many
most monster fantasy films, his unfortunate state and unat- people away. Despite its rough ·
edges, this film is a successful
the leading actress must piay tainable love.
Unfortunately,' "Swamp memory-jarring monsterher part with · a · slightly
adventure flick.
µnreformed
stupidity. Thing" has not received proBarbeau does this well, and
PERSONALIZED
Professional Counselor,
while it could be taken as a
DATING
Masters Degree and
lack of talent, her earlier
SEflVICE
· Experience
works would help s_h ow what a
triumph this role may actually
Very Reasonable Rates
.
be.
• I ,,

by Tim Dittrick
EasternerStaffWrlter

Despite its ridiculous title
and so~e ,questionable acting,
"Swamp Thing,". the recentlyreleased comit book-inspired
motion picture does
succeed
•
I
awkwardly at showing the age-·
old "beauty and the beast"
theme.
The film stars Adrienne
Barbeau, Louis Jourdan and
Ray Wise, who plays the
heartbroken green swamp
man. Although they are not
spectacular, these three make
the movie enjoyable with their
old fashioned appeal and
romantic adventure. •
This film is a throw-back to
the days of love-stricken
"Black Lagoon" creatures
and
fie 1d
prancing
"Frankenstein" monsters. It
is a believe-the-unvelievable
cartoon adventure film made
simply for the sake of enjoyment. This is "Swamp
Thing's" most important and
enduring asset. It does not
blindly· follow a watered down
theme; nor does it shove
. knives and guns in the audience' face for the sake of a
simple thrill. It do~s however,
offer a bad-guy - good-guy
fantasy escape worthy of being
seen and enjoyed.
Adrienne
Barbeau
is
wonderful as the object of the
less-than-beautiful "Swamp
Thing's" affection. 'While
she~s not the most talented actress in the business today,
Barbeau does prove to be a

..

Her supporting cast is interesting as it comprises both
good and poor. Louis Jourdan
is devious and despicable as
the evil Arkey, Barbeau's
rival. Unfortunately, Arkay's
crew is less tlµm brilliant as
they either lack the lines or the
talent. Ray Wise, the deformed swamp man, is humorous
in his timing, yet he also

HOURS-12-7 Mon.-Sat.
Open Sundays, 12-5
,, As a professional service, our motive is not greed. We "'
sincerely attempt to offer a realistic alternative to meeting people. Our fee is negotiable, and will be based on
your ability to pay. So take a positive challenge in your
life! We deal with people on an honest, competent and
11.. compassionate level.

W. 530 INDIANA
(next to Dept. of

Driver

Licensing)

.,

Engagement Congratulations to:
Tim 29 & Kathy 2s·

PHONE 325-2268

SPOKANE
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Maestro DONALD THULEAN Col'lalCting
Presents

l.)·1).Q_

.l)l\8·1 I

............
.
...........................
····••t!
•
•

.:

g~

:

LUNCHEON MENU

•

••

Thurs., April 29

•
Fri., April 30

•
••

•
•• Sat., M ay 1
• . Sun., May 2
: Mon., May 3

•
•
•

•
•
:

Tues., May 4

•
•
:

W-ed., May S

•
:

•

:

Setved from 10:30 a.m. -2: 15 p.m.

•
•
•
:

:

~

: ,
:
:

•

••

Crm. Potato Soup, Turkey Cheese Melt, Beef
n' Mushroom Cass., Rid. Salami Sld. Plate,
Diced Carrots, Salad Bar, Wht. & Pumpkin
Bread, Butterscotch Pudding, Banana Jumbos.
Clam Chowder, Cheeseburgers, Ham Pot.
Cass., Tuna Sld. Plate, spinach, Salad Bar,
Wht. & WW Bread, Chocolate Pudding, Butterscotch Cookies.
BRUNCH
BRUNCH
Crm. Mushroom Soup, Hot Dogs/Pot. Chip,
Tamale Pie, Bologna sld. Plate, Mixed Vegs.,
Salad Bar, Wht. & Pumpkin Brd., Raisin Brd.
•
Pudding,
Sngar Cookies.,
.
Chicken rice Soup, Meat Turnover, Macaroni
& cheese, Vegetarian Sid. Plate, spinach.
Sid. Bar, Wht. & Rye Bread, Choe. Crm. Pudding, Ginger Cookies.
Bean Soup, Pizza, Pork Chow Mein, Egg Salad
Plate, Peas, Sid. Bar, Wht. & WW Bread, Lem.on
Pudding, Choe. Chip Cookies.

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Tickets . . . S20
10 Punch Dinner Tickets . . . $37
Dinner Hours: 4: 15-6:30

•••
•
:
•
•
•
••
•
:
•
•
•
•
:
•
•
:
•
:

•

•

•

~

:
:
:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

·1

1

ij.,,,~SATURDAY,' MAY 1at 8:00 PM

cpoK·":NE

tvHPHQNl1y·

,,

SPOKANE OPERA HOUSE

JI'IVI

.ORCHESTRA

VISA and MASTERCARD orders
accepted by Phone

>J

·cALL·624-1200

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT SYMPHONY BOX OFFICE. RIVER PARK SQUARE,
SKYWALK LEVEL, ANO THE CRESCENT STORES, NORTHTOWN ANO INVERSITY CITY.

,,
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Sports

Kra se gone.but not for long
along with tussles against three
other Division I schools.
The Eagles will also play
home-and-home series with
the other five conference
teams. The league is not official yet, as far as getting an
automatic berth into the
Western Regionals is concerned, but that could change later
this spring.

posed new rule which would
Sports Editor
I
grant three points for baskets
The man who has pi trolled
made from over 20 feet. The
the Eastern Eagle basketball
rule could be experimented
with next year in the Great
bench for the past 15 v9ars will
not be there next year. .
Northwest Conference.
But then, he won't be gone
While the rule seems to be
long.
tailor-made
for Reinland,
I
•
Folda said that was not the
Jerry Krause, w~o has
coached Eastern to 246 vicmain reason for recruiting
tories since assuming control
him. "We needed a shooting
of the program in 1967, will
guard anyway," he said. " Actake a one-year lehe of
tually the big question mark
when he got out of high school
absence next win fer to
"recharge his battery" and
was 'Could he play defense?'
Joe Folda, EWU's assistant
He shot so much in high
coach for the past three
school because of the type of
seasons, will become / interim
team they had, that's what the
head coach for next ye*r.
coach wanted him to do."
Krause is trying· to !land an
"Here, we'll have adequate
interim assistant doaching
shooting at every po.sition.
position at a Division 1 school
He'll be one of our better
where he can take advanced
shooters. He'll pretty much
courses in sports psychology
have a green light."
and motor learning . .{\lso, he Joe Folda will make some
Other newcomers who Jerry Krause will spend a year
plans to complete a pair of changes in the Eagle attack should make their mark on the studying at a Division I
basketball textboolcs and next season.
hardwood next winter include sch.ool.
revise an earlier effort j
6-7 Paul Rutherford, a junior
"I'd like to take 1a good, philosophies are basically the college transfer from South
''The reason we recruited so
close· look at a Division I pro- same, but Folda, because of Plains, Texas, strong and many JC guys is that we needgram from the insi~e out," the talents of some of the physical inside; 6-6 Jay Bryan, ed help inside, and we needed
saidi:Krause. "I'd likq to have recruits, will be able to in- a transfer from Golden Valley experience. We'll have good
a chance to get the puts and stigate some changes.
Lutheran College in Min- depth."
''This team will be quicker nesota, a player much in ·the
Eastern will need al l the
bolts of Division I b~sketball,
recruiting, anything to help overall than last year's," said sa me mold as Bell; and 6-6 depth they can get, because the
our program become a top- Folda. "Offensively, we'll be William Nixon, a freshman 1982-83 schedule looks to be
level· program.''
able to run more of a complete from Westinghouse High in the to·ughest in the school's
Krause has narrqwed his motion attack, not quite as Chicago, the school that pro- history. The 29-game slate inchoice down to eight schools patterned as last year.''
• duced current Eagle guard cludes a road game- with twoThe addition ' of North Melvin Bradley.
time Big Sky champion Idaho
in seven different co~ferences
across the country. aturally Idaho transfer John Bell
the Eagle mentor was reluctant should definitely bolster the
to specifically nl me the Eagle inside game. "John Bell
schools, as some of the can play anywhere he wants
'
scoring affair.
Montana,
coaching jobs have n t opened to," said Folda. "He's a big
by Kirk Findlay
Sports Writer
WSU, Spokane Comm uni ty
up y·e t. He expects tp make a man, but he also has the abiliAbout the only bright spot and numerous unattached and
decision within the jext three ty to handle the ball. He could
play anywhere from big guard for the EWU thinclads last club athletes rounded out the
weeks.
Saturday in Seattle was their field.
Krause' s nine-m9nth sab- to power forward."
Another
ballyhooed trio of shotputters, led by
ba tic a I will . b~gin in
Anderson finished sec.and in
freshman
Bruee
·
Anderson,
newcomer
is
transfer
Jeff
the
shot with a throw of 55- 10,
Sept_ember.
In addition · t
being . Reinland, who nearly shot who heaved the lead weight followed by Brett Waldron in
Krause's right-hand man the Pomeroy to the State B title in well en route to strong per- fourth (53-9) and Mike
past three years, Fo da was a '79, then toiled at Lewis-Clark f-romances in the University of Malerich (53-7) close behind in
fifth.
graduate assistant a d .junior State and Walla Walla for a Washington Invitational.
varsity coach in 1972 73.
couple of seasons. Reinland · Maybe equally as important
Now this may not sound all
Th e
two
coaches' could wreak havoc with a pro- , was Eastern's only first place that impressive, but considerof the day, that turned in by - ing Eastern didn't place more
· .t!'te 400-meter relay squad, than one person in the top six
who blazed the quarter in places in any other event, it
42.08. Dennis Sullivan, Curt was indeed the high point of
Knox, Randy Harris and Tim the _m eet for the Eagles.
Logan
formed the baton conApparently standouts John
1'1,:
"'
nection which is rapidly im- Houston and Steve Pybus
pr~ving t~roughout the ca'!1- were still feeling the effects of
SPRING. · I D PJcNics Go TOGETHER!
pa1gn.
nagging injuries, as they failed
to
place in their events.
ETtJ"S HELP YOU
· The Idaho Vandals stole the
In other field events Keith
NYOURPICNIC!''
show, as their sprinters Nelson was fifth in the pole
• Chick n • Sandwiches & Sa.lads • dominated the competition, vault (15-2½) while Lex Strom
although the meet was a non- was sixth in the discus (152-0).
Redshirt Mark Pierce, who
qualified for nationals in the
javelin last year, threw the
sphere 207 .5 feet, good
enough for fifth.
Tom
Higgins-really!sophomore Tom Higgins

by Mark Nelke

Whatever the case, the
Eastern athletic program is obviously gearing for an assau lt
on Big Sky and / or Division I
status. In these days of state
budget cutbacks, the obvious
question arises: ls the. athletic
department benefitting at the
expense of other depa rt ments?
Krause does not think so.
"I believe you should have
strong areas in all departments
of a university," he said .
"Priorities have to be made,
whether it is to strengthen the
library, the science department, or athletics. I hope that
our priorities are reasonable. I
believe in balancing academics
and all other programs."
"I really oppose the robbing
of Peter to pay Paul," Krause
continued. "I hope that's not
happening here. I hope we can
build a strong athletic program on our own merits and
not at others' expense."

1

1

Iron ball saves trackmen
clocked a 49.07 in the 400
meters for sixth place, while
Ed Dotter was also sixth in the
talented 1500 meter field.
Another sophomore, . Dave
Rath, who has been EWU's
only glimmer of hope in the
hurdles, settled for fifth in the
high's, and the mile relay team
was fourth in 3:21.9 to complete the prestigous list of
Eastern top effort~.

J.

t
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Coach Jerry Martin turned
out to · be a prophet as he
earlier in the year referred to
the Washington teams as having the most talent he could
think of that went nowhere.
That .was a fitting description,
as the Huskies were expected
to dominate the running
events Saturday, but their
sprinters were AWOL and the
Dogs ended up empty handed.
Martin's troops will gear up
for the annual Arnie Pelluer
Invitational, traditionally the
outstanding open meet in the
Spokane area. The meet will
include both men and women
competitors, which starts with
field events at 2 p.m. tomorrow on Woodward Field.
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235-5169
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···· ·. Haircuts, ·• ·
·P ermanents&·C oiors
Stylhits: •Kay Walkup
•Cly~e Leifer .·
112 Coll~ge St., Cheney
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Eagles lea~n to hit, still split
The weather warmed and
the Eastern Eagle bats came
off the deceased list, but the
end result was all too typical
last weekend, as EWU split yet
another pair of conference
doubleheaders
with
Washington State and Gonzaga.
Saturday in Pullman, the
Eagles dropped the opener 8-5
10 WSU before taking the
nightcap 6-4, then on Sunday
Gonzaga bested the Eagles 62, then Eastern, as is their
custom, hung on in the second
tilt 8-6.
It will be rematch time this
weekend in Cheney when the
Eagles host Gonzaga on Saturday and WSU on Sunday in a
pair of twinbills which will
kick off the second half of the
Pac-10 season. Eastern is 6-6
in the league, good for third
place behind conferenceleading Oregon State at 10-3
and the Cougars at 8-5.
Last Saturday will be
remembered as the day Eagle
pitcher Ron Burns kept ·sta'rting ballgames until he got it
right, and also Eastern's
eighth win over WSU in the
75-year history of the series.
Burns and Chris Fazendin
were schedled to start in the
doubleheader with WSU, but

when Burns was tattoed in the
second inning of the opener,
Fazendin was forced to make
an early entrance.
Burns had better luck in the
nightcap, pitching strongly until the ninth. EWU took a 6-1
lead into the t'raine before
WSU started belting the ball
around ~he lot and threatened
to pull out the game. Burns,
who was by then pitching his
11th inning of the day,
departed and Barry (How do
you spell relief?) Kato came
in, threw a double-play ball
and the Eagles had their
customary split.
Sunday it was on to Gonzaga, and observers were
quick to notice that Gonzaga
was a first-class organization.
First of all, there was a
bonifide crowd at the game,
not just a group of people who
heard some noises and stopped
by.
Also, the television cameras
were there to beam the game
out to the Spokane cable
system. In addition, they forced people to pay to see the
games. Plus, there was enough
beer consumed at the game to
at least keep the Coors people
happy for awhile.
Whatever the case, the
games were well worth wat-

Toda)' Hangman Valley,
tomorrow Pebble Beach?
I

Roger Wallace is playing
like he's hoping to qualify for
the U.S. Open this summer.
Wallace, a senior from
Othello, captured medalist
honors in last weekend's
Western Washington Invitational, as well as Tuesday's
dual match play against
Spokane Falls Community
~ollege.
Tuesday at Indian Canyon,
Wallace carded a 70 to lead
Eastern to a narrow 388-391
truimph over the Spartans of
SFCC. Supporting him were:
Dee Harris (77), Craig Weipert
(79), Doug Stephens (80) and
Doug Rickel (81).

,.

t

t

ching. The Eagles kicked away
the first game with poor
fielding and wild pitching but
came alive offensively in the
second game in one of their
more exciting games of the
year.
The Bulldogs scored first on
a walk and two singles, but
Eastern countered with two in
the third. Ken Bettinson singled, took second on a passed
ball and scored when Al Simmons squirted a double down
the third-base line. Simmons
came home on Wayne Collins'
single.
Gonzaga's unearned run in
their half of the inning tied the
score, but Eastern plated two
more in the fifth for a 4-2 lead.
Bettinson reached on an error,
then rode home when Simmons then executed a perfect
steal of home for the fourth
run.
Gonzaga closed to within a
run when Eagle starter Barry
Aden hung one too many
curves to GU's Mac Gebbers.
The first mistake was ripped
foul, and the second was
smashed over the left field
fence. The blast was Gebbers'
ninth of the year and 25th of
his career.
The Eagles, finally discovering that if they scored some
runs the pitchers wouldn't
have to throw shutouts all the
time, scored three more in the
sixth, driving Bulldog starter
Eddie Salas to the sidelines.
Alex Podruzny, who went 7-

In Bellingham, Wallace
sank a six-foot putt on the first
playoff hole to defeat John
Golia of Western in sudden
death. However, the Eagles
finished · a distant 14 strokes
behind the host team, coming
in at 638, sandwiched between
WWU and Central for second
place.
Wallace had a 36 hole total
of 153 after regulation, forcing the playoff for top individual honors:
Coach Don Kallem and his
crew are in action today, as the
EWU Invitational gets under
way today at Hangman
Valley.

I

~

1
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Then it was nail-biting time
as the 'Zags threatened in each
of their final three at-bats.
Collins saved a pair of runs
with a diving stop of a hard-hit
grounder by Gebbers that was
hooking away from him. After
Gonzaga had plated two runs
on five hits in the inning,

center fielder
Mackin
prevented a third score by nailing Dave Bush at the plate.
In the GU eighth, a single, a
walk and an error loaded the
bases, but Kato, who came on
in the seventh, retired Gil
Souza, who could pass for
sumo wrestler, on a soft fly to
left.
Trailing 8-6, Gonzaga loaded the bases with three singles
in the bottom of the ninth, but
ran themselves out of the game
when catcher Alan Jones tried
10 score on a wild pitch and
was tossed out, easily. A fly
ball to Creighton accounted
for the second out and when
shortstop Collins cut in front
of second, scooped up a
grounder and threw to first as
. he sprawled to the ground, the
game was over.

:,

Fashion Parlour's
MAYDAY KICKOFF
Annual Sidewalk Sale!
"Possibly The Best Values Ever/"
•
•
•
•

Asst. Pant& . ........... $8.00 Reg. $28.00-$36.00
T-Shirts .................... $3.00 Reg. $11.30
Asst.tops & Sweaters . ...... SS.00 Reg. S25 to $29
Mi~c. table • .................. $2.00 All Itenis!
,;·,

,.

WJJ! Fashion Parlour
F & M Business Center
(509) 235-5148

Hours: Mon.-S.t.
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

CHRIS KOPCZVNSKl'S CLIMB:

,,

FROM MT. SPOKANE TO .MT. EVEREST
SPOKANE OPERA HOUSE
FRIDAY, 7:30 -PM
APRIL 30, 7982
ALL SEATS RESERVED

Mother's Day is Sunday,_May 9.
,j

for-16 to raise his average to
.324, started it off with a line
single to left. He was sacri ficed to second and scored on
Ben Creighton's single. Mark
Petersen
walked
and
Creighton came around on
Shawn Mackin's double down
the right-field line. Jeff Karr's
squeeze bunt scored Petersen.
EWU took an 8-4 lead in the
seventh with Simmons scoring
for the third time on
Podruzny's base rap.
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Send flowers to that girl back home.

4
#

This Mother's Day,. remember Mom with an FrD* Big
Hug® Bouquet. A beautiful arrangement of fresh flowers In a distinctive Ceramic Pot. Just stop by your nearest FTD® Aorist before May 9, and send the FTD· Big
Hug Bouquet. It's a special Mother's Day gift the. girl

~ack home wori"'t e~er forg~t.

Send your love with special
J.

...

•

.

·

· care.
,.

The FTD Big Hug Bouquet is generally available for less than $18.50.
As independent retailers, FTD Florists set their own prices. Individual
prices may vary. Service charges and delivery may be additional.
' 1982 Florists' Transworld Delivery Association. ® Registered
trademark of Florists' Transworld Delivery Association. •A cooper·
atively owned floral wire and membership service.
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Eagles best of rest
Montana State was the best,
Idaho was the best of the Division I I schools, and Eastern
was the best of the rest.
That's the story behind the
unofficial Mountain West
Athletic Conference Women's
Tennis Championships . in
Moscow, Id. last weekend.
The lady Eagles finished a distant sixth in the team standings, which counts for
nofhing, but will give a Coach
Sunya Herold a chance to see
how her squad will do against
the competition at regionals
this weekend.
There were four Division I
schools competing in Moscow:
Montana State, Weber State,
Montana, and Idaho State,
and four Division II schools:
Idaho, Boise State, Portland
State, and EWU.

MSU finished with 42
points, Idaho showed up the
other Division I schools with
33. 5 points, followed by ISU
30.5 points, Montana 15.5,
and Weber State 15, and the
Eagles with 9. Boise State and
PSU held up the rear with two
and one points, respectively.
The women played WSU the
previous Tuesday, and were
rolled by a 9-0 count. They
were hurt before the match
when they lost number three
player Michelle Ratigan to illness. Herold proceeded to
move up all the other players
one notch,' and changed the
doubles teams around.
Ratigan was back for the
weekend competition, and was
strong enough to be the
highest EWU finisher. Topseeded Danielle La Pierre,

number five Angela Flynn,
and the number three team of
Lisa
Edwards-Karen
Hundeby all won in the first
round .
First round losers, Maxine
Vogel, Lisa Edwards, and the
top doubles team of LaPerreRatigan c;ame back with wins
in the first round of the consolation bracket.
Ratigan lost in the first
round of the number three
singles, but came back to win
three straight in the consolation bracket.
In those games, she beat
Lisa Webb of PSU 6-2, 7-5.
She next received a forfeit over
Pam Waller of Idaho, and
then won the finals of the consolation in a tough three-set
match. Diana Mccourt was
the victim 4-6, 7-5, 6-1.

Nowhere for men to go
by Jeff Bunch
Sports Writer

If you're looking for
reasons why the EWU men's
tennis team is barely above
.500, ask "Mo". "Mo" is the
part missing from Eastern's
tennis machine.
The men have little reason
to ·get "motivated" for their
matches, when they have no
form of post-season competition·. As a result they are now
11-10, and dropped two of
their four-matches last week.
"They are burned out,"
said Coach Randy Davis.
''They have _nothing to peak
for.''
The team is basically playing out its schedule, which has
four more matches. If they
play like they did last week,
they could find themselves vietims of an upset.
They were in Montana last
weekend, where they played
three schools. On Friday they
played Montana, and fell 8-1.
The only win for EWU came

STUDEN'I'
CREDIT

' '

•..

Ever wish that while
traveling, · vacationing,
or maybe ·1ust for emergencies, you could have
a national credit card?
Well, now-YOU CAN
obtain a MasterCard or
VISA while still in school
no co-signer required.
We have established
a division to exclusively
handle the credit needs
of college students ...
freshman, sophomores,
juniors, and seniors . . .
so you can enjoy the ·
conveniences of credit
NOW, and have your
credit established for
your professional life,
and after graduation.
On a 3x5 card, print
your name and complete
address. (Enclose $2.00
for postage and hand..
ling.) Send to:
Cnative· Credit
International
Collegiate Credit
Division
Suite 303,

Pena Lincoln .Bldc789 Penn Avenue
Pitt.burp, Pa. · 11221
.

very well. We didn't play good
on Saturday, but NIC and
Eastern Montana aren't very
good," said Davis.
They have been playing
some cupcakes lately, and it
took its toll not only last
weekend, but the previous
Wednesday when they faced
Washington State. They lost
all the singles in two sets, and
had to wait until second
doubles before they found a
victory.
· That is where the duo of
Sturdyvin-Omlin won a toughplayed, three-set battle. The
v1ct1ms
were
BrantnerNumber three singles player Michele Ratigan was ill against
Sanford, who are a pretty WSU on Tuesday, but came back to be the highest finisher for
tough doubles team ·in their EWU at _the MW AC championships last weekend. pltoto by
Doreen Baenz
respective circle.
While that was a bright spot
on the day, there has been
strong play from at least one
member on a consistent basis.
~•Tony Omlin has been playing
by John Sell
Cathy Davis in the l~-meter
some good tennis,'' said
Sports Writer
dash and Michelle Riley in
Davis. He ~lso feels that the
Amidst the sunshine and the 100-meter hurdles. Other
others will come around and ever-present
wind
of sprinters who had good
play up to their ability.
Ellensburg the EWU women's enough times to qualify for.
"I thought we would play track team had a banner day regionals were Laurie Brock
WSU tougher. They had been last weekend at the Central and Trish Boland in the 100
playing some tougher teams, Washington University Invita- and Brock in the 200.
and were just more match- tional as they qualified two
Tannehill also said she was
ready," continued DaYis. "I members of the team for the pleased with the performances
think Saturday will- be dif- national meet.
of her high jumpers Cherie
ferent "
Although no team scores Clark and Marie Conrath who
were kept for the six-team both had regional-qualifying
meet EWU cQach Deborah . jump; on Saturday.
Tannehill said, "If they had
This Friday at 2 p.m. the
we would have easily won."
EWU women host the Arnie
"Overall we had a very Pelleur Invitational twilight
good day," said Tannehill. ·" It meet. This competition will be
was a nice day, the wind highlighted by the Heptathlon
helped our sprinters and it competition starting at 9 a.m
really slowed down our on both Friday and Saturday
. . :ramtty PJanntng Services
distance runners."
Also this weekend the
& Information
Evidence of the wind help- women's track team is hosting
• All Birth Control Methods M. Supplies
ing the sprinters was the na- a _parent's weekend for the
tional qualifying times of · parents of track members
• Pregn.a.n.cy Test1.ng & Cou,nseling

at number two singles, where
Tony Omlin defeated Joe
Albrecht 6-4, 6-7, 6-3. At the
top doubles spot, John Gant
and Darey Philbrick lost 4n
threesets6-7, 7-6,6-2.
That match could've gone
either way, which is typical of
the way the squad has been
performing. They lack the
competitive edge that is
necessary to- turn a close match
into a victory.
They have been whipping
the ea.sy foes, and getting it
bad from the tough ones. Two
easy ones came on Saturday,
as they whipped' North Idaho
College and Eastern Montana
· by identical 8-1 tallies.
The lone Eastern defeat
came at number five singles,
where Wes Sims lost 6-4, 6-2
to NIC. Paul Skipworth was
taken to three sets before he
defeated Brian Scott in an
otherwise predictable match.
Eastern Montana couldn't
even field a full team, and
· EWU walloped the Yellowjackets in all six matches. John
Gant led the Eagle charge, as
he won 6-0, 6-0. Also blanking
their1 opponents was the
doubles team of Sims-Dave
Sturdyvin.
"We haven't been playing

Pelletir invite ne:Xt

•

!

COlU'IDJ;RT~,
PBO.F ESSIO.AI,,
& AFFOBD4BLB ...,
.

• Medical & Soci&l Service Bsferra.ls
• Day & Evening Hours

• Community Education Programs f!I Tra.ining
• Welfare MedicaJ Coupons Welcome!

,..----G~H~'~E~N~E~Y---------··-~
FLE.AMARKET
ALSO
•

IS CBB.llBY . • .

I

CHENEY PAWN SHOP

S. 116 College

Tuesdays• ca.n 326-2142 for an appointment

1011 latSt. -Cheney, WA

IR SPOKAllll ... W. 521 Garland Avenue

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun. thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Monday thru Friday •
Call 326-2142 for an appointment

we·are the only licensed pawn broker in
I

,i;\

Pl~ed Parenthood
~ of Spokane
W. 521 Garland Ave. • Spokane, WA 99206

I

the Cheney area. Buy~ sell or loan.
money on most anything of value.
NO FIREARMS

Table Rental: 4'x8' Tablea 15.00/Day - 125/ Week
Phone 235-4347 or 448-1545 - 9-8
·

-------------------------_-· ,"
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Love it
by Barry Morris

Easterner Starr Writer

teaching for the past three
years.
"I really enjoy teaching," ·
she says, but admits, "it's a lot
of responsibility. I've found
that the more you teach climbing, the less chance you have
to go out on your own."
Craig, who is originally
from Michigan, has only been
climbing for about one year,
and has been teaching only
since last fall. However, prior
experience in cave exploring
and mountaineering, which

For the thrillseeker-at-heart
who is looking for a departure
from the run-of-the-mill forms
of physical activity that are
common today, let it be
known that there is an interesting alternative.
Basic Rock Climbing, ·offered to students through the
EWU department of continuing education, is just that - a
course detailing the basic
aspects of rock climbing. It
. won't prepare a person to go
out
and
conquer
the
· Himalayas, but it will
familiarize the student with
the
fundamental
skills ·
necessary to tackle obstacles
of less imposing stature.
Taught by Bev and Craig
Rademacher, the course is
made up of four sessions, with
. thr'ee of these involving actual
climbing experience at two dif-.
ferent locales - the skills rock,
. locat~d adjacent to the phase C..:heney's bike club took a break
complex here at E)lstern, and
in the Minnehaha area of northeast Spokane.
Both instructors .emphasize
the term· 'basic' when describing their teaching methods.
"We're more interested in
teaching pure ethics and good
Spokane novelist Terry
technique, as opposed to get- Davis, an EWU graduate, will
ting up the climb any way you present a reading from his
can," stated Craig.
novel-in-progress "Mysterious
"Craig and J, are always Ways" on Monqay evening,
providing .them (the students) May 3 at 8 p.m. in the
with feedback - explaining auditorium of Eastern's Kenhow things are and aren't nedy Library.
done, and why," said Bev,
Davis, who .has been a
"But even with the' feedback, visiffng assistant professor in it's stil(mainly an experiential East~rn•s Creative Writing
type of education.''
Program this academic year, is
The mere thought of the the author of the highlypossible hazards of climbing regarded first novel, "Vision
has been known to strike fear Quest" and has published his
in even the most courageous of work in Redbook, Sports . IIsouls, but both instructors lusfrated
and
Sf)okane
point out that there is little or Magazine.
no need for worry.
·
His MQnday evening presen"Sometimes you do get peo-~ tation begins a · series of such
pie who are so terrified," readings by three different
noted Bev, ·"that they ab- authors. All are open to the
solutely cannot move. But, we public, free of cha'rge.
can usually calm them down
On May 13, University of
with words."
Idaho English professor Ron
Added Craig, "I, · myself, · McFarl nd will present a
am a person who struggles poetry reading. Free and open
with a slight touch of to the public;, his presentation
acrophobia, and I realize that is scheduled at 8 p.in. in the
people have to deal with it in Kennedy Library autidorium
their own way. But I think on the Cheney campus.
_having somebody who can
Sara Vogan, winner of a
relate on the same level as far major award for her teaching
as having a bit of fear, may be at the,--University of Wiscona big h_e lp."
sin, will visit the.EWU campus
Bev, a native of New Hamp- May 19-20 to meet with
sh.ire, f'_irst began c_1·1mb'~~g grad uate students ·m the
about si~ years ago m New school's Master of Fine Arts in
Hampshire, and has also done Writing program and present a
some climbing in North reading from her works.
Carolina. She has been • .T~e author of "In Shelley's

ea

employ similar techniques,
have helped him a great deal.
"Between the two of us, we
have a good variety of
background, and can pretty
much cover a lot of different
aspects," Craig said.
The Rademachers have not
only shared their climbing expertise with EWU students,
but have also taught their
skills in similar fashion at
Southern Oregon State College.
In addition to his in-

roe

struction, Craig is also a student here at Eastern, working
toward his masters deg~ee in
college instruction .
The course is offered on a
two-credit basis, or a no-credit
basis, at the student's option.
A basic fee is required, $50 for
the N/C option, or $58 ($29
per credit) to receive the two
credits.
Besides the basic course, the
couple also teaches an in-

termediate course wh ich
covers more. technical aspects,
such as placement of safety
devices, etc., and progresses
into more difficult degrees of
climbing.
May 4 is the beginning date
for the next basic course, while
the intermediate session commences on May 18. Anyone interested in either or both
classes should contact Craig or
Bev Rademacher at 235-2298.

Students on guard
Professor Virginia Asan advises Bargabus as he teaches
Coupe ... beat. .. parry .. . the classes. "Glen pretty much
riposte ... fleche .. . retreat.
has complete control over the
These are terms not normal- classes," she said.
1y heard together around
Fencing has never been a
Eastern. They are being heard major sport on the Eastern
much more though over in the campus, though interest' is
PHASE complex.
there. The EWU Fencing Club
"Fencing classes are much is reforming and hoping to
larger this quarter," stated enlarge fencing's appeal to
Glen Bargabus, student fenc- students, said Bargabus.
ing 'instructor. "Interest is
Bargabus said Washington
high and growing."
State University has a good
group of fencers and sees no
reason for Eastern not to. "If
the club prospers as expected,
there's no reason for them not
to be ready for tournaments
eluding EWU's "Willow Spr- next fall."
.
ings," "Iowa Review" and .
If lack of fencers for -~l4b
"Antaeus".
memeers to bout with is a problem here at Eastern, there,-is a
by David Austin

Easterner Staff Writer

from riding earlier this week.
photo by Ron Swords

NOvelistTerryDavis to read
Leg;" Ms. Vogan has had her
works published in a number
of literary magazines, in-

·.'
goo
·
d
J··
A
_
b
Jackson.
V

byJohnSell
Easterner Staff Writer

; ,

one's self but most .imp~rtant,
being dedicated, versatile, and
adaptable and being willing to
adjust to the circumstances.
Jackson also said that rejection is the most damaging
obstacle to ones' job search
only if that person lets it. He
added· "the person that gets
the job will be the person that
gets the most rejections the
fastest. The best job search is
the one that goes no. no, no,
no, no, no, yes" according to
Jackson.
Jackson said he believes the
best way to get a job is to use
guerilla tactics, this meaning
to be prepared, to make your
own chances bl meeting people and by givmg them information about how you can
help them. He also believes in
not letting t):te unemployment
rate scare you.

"Be positive and be
prepared.''
These are the words Tom
· Jackson preaches to students
all over the nation on how to
get a job. Jackson, author of
"Guerilla Tactics in the Job
Market," stressed these points
last week during an appearance at EWU.
"The job market is an individual fight and a person has
to know his own needs before
he can look to serve other's
needs," said Jackson.
Jackson also said that
''properly prepared one-page
cover letters, specifically addressed, and resumes will only
get your foot in the door; not
get you the job/' and added;
"you· have to be prepared to
interview well to'get the job.''
Some of the ways Jackson
suggested to help someone interview well included dressing
accordingly,
knowing ·. .
somethi11g about the employer -~
and having suggestions on ~<',
how to help to improve the ~
company, being positive about •

~i:1~~
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FOR THE POSITION OF
EASTERNER EDITOR
FOR THE 1982 ~ 83·Ar.ADEMIC YEAR!
Must Be An Eastem Student
Et Have A Junior Standing.
Deadline For Applications is Friday, May.7.
Apply in Eastemer Office.
r
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'group
at theCenter
\Vest
Centralin Spokane
Community
who are always looking for
opponents, said Bargabus.
J,..ast Sunday, Apdl 25, there
was a dry foil tournament at
the Community Center.
Bargabus finished in 2nd place
to make a good showing for
EWU. Ayako Iguchi, student,
didn't make it to finals, but all
her bouts were very close,
most going to sudden death.
"Anybody interested in getting into fencing should go to
one of our meetings. The next
one is April 29 in PUB room
3G," said Bargabus.

PHONOTHON
CALLERS ·
NEEDED!•
,CONTACT JERI EXT. 2351
"
FOR
INFORMATION!
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Job cuts-·----___;_from page I
feeling that EWU's clas ified
taff will bear the brunt of this
econd round of cuts, according to the ice pre ident of
the Clas ified
Employees'
Union, Local 931 .
"The feeling of the staff is
that we absorbed most of the

Lob

cuts be ore," said Gene
Spooner. "The classified staff
will probably absorb the brunt
of thi round of cuts."
Spooner said he feels EWU
has done a "remarkable job in
not la ying employees off."
"The budget situation has
gotten so bad though, it is now

b y - f r o m p a ge l

cessi bility of higher education."
He said Washington is one
of only four states where the
legislature sets the tuition
rates.
According to a spokesman
for the Associated Students,
the proposal for the WSL has
decisions which directly affect
the endorsement of EWU
the quality, cost and acPre si dent
H.
George
Frederickson. It has been passed at Western Washington
University and has been
declared
lega l by the Attorney
f rom page I
General.
paper, will be sent to t he
Hawkins said in order to inHouse Subcommittee on
stitute the WSL at Eastern,
Veteran's Affairs.
students are encouraged to
" If these bills are passed, l
sign the petition which will be
can forsee a lot of frustration
available every day in the
among veterans," J essett said.
PUB.
"I can't imagine them quit- ,
"Volunteers are also needed
ting, but I know it would
to c oll ec.t and validate
frustrate the hell out of me.''
signatures for 4,500 Eastern
Jessett said the bills would
students," he·said.
not take benefits away from
For more information, call
veterans but would create
or visit the AS office PUB
more paperwork.
#303, 159-2514.
the state legislature.
"The only way student concerns are likel-y to be heard is
to have an advocate where
decisions are being made,'' he
said . "Several public officials
and agencies make political

Bill

a necessity to make cuts," he
said. "I feel that Russ Hartman is doing a fine job of
dealing with the problem . He
(a nd
other
EWU
admini trators) are handling the
procedure equally and fa irly,
according to the WAC Code."
Spooner also commended
Frederickson's "committment
that the students and fac ulty
come first."
According to Hartman,
EWU administrators are in the
process of finding what programs will be reduced.
"The cuts ca me in two
pieces, ''
Hartman sa id .
"There was a cut of $395 ,000
a nd one of $568,000. In
essence, 35 employees must be
released as well as 15 in capital
projects."
Hartman said capit~l projects include remodeling, rennovation and building in
general .

Zero-from page5

" a crowd of nearl y I ,000. We
then had some music as entertainment," Lapoi'nt added.
Topping off the ceremonies
was a release o f hundreds of
balloons. E nclosed in each
balloon was a postcard "to be

CLASSIFIED ADfi
en and Women, See Alaska.
f you would like seasonal
mployment in the Alaskan
eafood Industry, write :
ALL Publications, Box 507,
Deer Park, WA 99006.
he professionals at Campus
airstyling add that special
ouch to your spring formal
ook. Call 359-7840 and see
hat we can do for you!
TYPING. Professional results
by experienced editor and proof reader. Interchangeable
elements make your math
equation, Spanish question, or
French cedilla look great! Bet-

Tired of general housekeeping? Give Kathy a call at 235-

en t b~ck by whoever finds the
balloon." The purpose of the
Number four singles player Julie Donahoe demonstrates
po tcard is to determine how
total
concentration in a recent match against SFCC. photo by
far radioactive falloul wo uld
Doreen Bienz.
tra vel under normal conditio n from downtown.
Gro und Zero Week may
have mi sect some questions
about Nuclear War, and the
purpose was to give some insight 10 those questions , and
to answer some of them.

One of America's top young
Mauchley, who has played
concert pianists, Jay Mauchley the White House; Carnegie
Mellow, neat roommate
of the University of Idaho, Hall and the Royal Albert, will
wanted. Shadle area. Woman
will appear in concert at be present ed in concert
th
with small child. $80/ mon .
Eastern Washington Universi- Thursday evening, May 6 at 8
ty
this week.
p.m. i_n the Recital Hall of the
•3•2•5•-2•3•5•8•·--------■Music Building on the Cheney
Typing, bookkeeping, resume
1
campus.
The concert is open
service. Term papers - briefs COUPON ~/A/A/A/A/A~/A
thesis - you name it! All ~
C. :\ ~ .. ~ . . . ,----.__._.
'BIGGER ~ to the public, free of.charge.
His program at Eastern will
documents proof read, some ~ - ~
editing . (I will make you look ~
JUIC ..ER ~ include compositions by Bach,
great!) Reasonable rates. ~
-~--_,
BURGERS' ~ Liszt, Rachmaninoff and
.s.u.sa.n111••3.28•-•79•6•3•.- - . - - - ~ - - ~
~ Mussorgsky.
Computer terminals for rent, <{
'YJ,_.~
~
complete with JTlOdum and ~
1s ~c1J\Ll
~
printer. $45 a month. Acme ~ •
~
Business Computers, 1727 E. ~
►
SELF STORAGE
Sprague, Spokane. Phone 535- ~
~
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25 Words or Less
$2.00
Deadline Monday 9:0.0 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
Foi Information Call 359-7930

Good Thru 5-5-82

►

~

'

Limit one per coupon
Please pi::esent when ordering
No Substitutions PLEASE!
Mon. through Sat. 11 a.m .. 10 p.m. ·

AAA

--

flSHWICH

~t•
y•,2•3•)-•2•44•0•
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. ~~~~-~---~
HOUSING:
Reno Apart- ~
am up to $500 or more each
""'.:::::
ments,
1320
3rd
St, Cheney <{
ear beginning September for
1-3 years. Set your own hours. has three spacious 2 bedroom ~
A
onthly payment for placing units available for immediate ~
occupancy.
$2'50
per
month.
A
esters on campus. Bonus bas~
2
4
d on results. Prizes awarded
~~I:e
a~i::~er :00 for
as well. 800-526-0883.'.

'.

Pianist to perform

,::;,,-

~

1204 _ 1st
. 235-6126

►

Sunday- "Resting"

~

~
~
~
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ALL SIZES
AVAILABLE
STARTING AT
$23/MO.

235-8260

